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Drag Ball ‘08

EcoGen keeps it
clean and green

Kings and Queens of drag rock the MUB
Abbie Crocker

people.”
Typically,
buildings
use oil boilers for heat and
draw electricity from a
Celebrating a step to- main power grid. But coward greater energy effi - generation generates two
ciency, Epping held a rib- utilities — heat and elecbon cutting ceremony Feb. tricity — from one energy
7 in honor of the installa- source. For the Epping
tion of a co-generation sys- system, propane fi res an
tem from Marathon Engine engine, which runs a genSystems in its town hall.
erator that produces elecThe system is expected tricity. The heat from this
to cut carbon dioxide emis- process is then captured
sions by 50 percent or more and used to heat the town
while creating an estimat- hall. While the town hall
ed 35 percent cost savings.
is still atThe system
tached to
is the fi rst “They’ve gone into the 21st the
main
s m a l l - s c a l e century with the energy power grid,
co-generation
which is run
system in the system they have there,” by Public
-Mathew Fairy
United States.
Service of
“ T he y ’ ve
New Hampst
gone into the 21 century shire (PSNH), it only uses
with the energy system enough from the grid to
they have there,” said Mat- supplement itself.
thew Fairy, co-owner of
Mitchell said the meter
Eco Energy Partners, LLC, reader recently came in
the company that sold the and asked if the electricity
co-generation system to meter was broken because
Epping.
the reading was so low.
“It has really helped The town hall has yet to rethe town make a statement ceive its fi rst electricity bill
about itself,” said Clay while on the system.
Mitchell, a member of the
The system was inEpping planning board. He stalled as an example for
said the example has “pro- Epping’s Energy Efficiency
vided leadership” in ener- and Sustainable Design orgy efficiency and “broken dinance, which was passed
through resistance and
opened the door for other
continued on page 12

Amanda Flitter

STAFF WRITER

Glittery wings, threeinch heels, acrylic wigs on
boys and suits and fake facial hair on girls were the
equivalent of couture at the
eighth annual Drag Ball last
Friday night. Some were
simply dressed as a more
“fabulous” version of themselves. No matter the outfit,
approximately 150 attendees were seen dancing to
the beats of “Thriller” and
Britney Spears at the event,
hosted by Alliance in the
MUB Strafford Room event
from 9 p.m. to midnight.
Participants were encouraged to dress in drag
-- as most participants did
-- but cross-dressing was
not mandatory. According
to Katie Brym, some males
and females did not necessarily dress in the opposing
gender’s stereotypical fashions because they dressed
casually in the opposing
genders’ clothes every day.
A few women decided to
magnify the societal stereotypes of their biological
gender by wearing poofy
ball gowns just as some men
wore formal suit jackets.
“Some people dress up
as the opposite gender,” said
Brym. “But some people
who dress normally as the

STAFF WRITER

Photo courtesy of Chris Crossen-Sills

DRESSED IN DRAG: UNH Students rocked out in the
MUB this past Friday night at the annual Drag Ball hosted
by Alliance.

opposite gender will choose
to dress as their gender.”
The winners of the annual drag competition were
duo Susan Metz and Megan
Slattery, one dressed in a

pink ball gown and the other
in a black suit. First runnerup was Miranda Fillebrown,
dressed in a tuxedo. In orcontinued on page 9

Undercover author to read at UNH
Terri Ogan

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After Ted Conover was refused the chance of visiting a
training academy for the New York Department of Correctional Services, the American author and journalist went
to Plan B: Instead of shadowing a training academy recruit, he became one.
Conover’s most recent book, titled “Newjack: Guarding
Sing Sing,” documents all of his experiences as a correctional officer at the Sing Sing Prison in Ossining, N.Y. On
Thursday, Feb. 21, Conover will be visiting UNH to read
from his latest book and share his experiences of immersing himself into a world of horror, fear, and also beauty.
“It was a last resort,” Conover explained in a phone
interview. “I heard about the academy where ‘Newjacks,’
meaning rookie guards, trained. So I found out when the
test was and got my application in.”
After patiently waiting three years to get hired, Conover finally got summoned to the academy.
“I should’ve gone to the gym to bulk up a bit,” Conover
said. “Physical size in prison plays a huge role. If you’re

Calendar 2

www.tnhonline.com

Opinion 6

bigger, it saves arguments because we needed to negotiate with the inmates.”
With no preparation for what he was about to endure,
both physically and mentally, Conover dove headfirst into
the prison world. Putting his fear aside, he quickly learned
that in order to survive he had to act like he had no fear at
all.
“You’d have to be crazy not to be scared,” Conover explained. “But if you show fear, they smell it
and it can be bad. I learned to arrive at work and
put on a cold face and look like I knew what I was
doing. I had to act like I deserved authority.”
Conover did not always see prison as a place
filled with trepidation and terror, but during his
nearly one-year employment at Sing Sing Prison, Conover discovered some beauty as well.
“It was actually the same day that I was spit
on, and got punched in the head,” Conover said.
“I was walking when I heard an inmate playing the guitar. I don’t know if it was the acous-
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What:
Ted Conover
When:
Thursday,
Feb. 21
Where:
MUB Theater II
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Ted Conover to read from new book this Thursday
continued from page 1
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tics in the walls or not, but
I didn’t know that such an
ugly place could play such
a beautiful sound. This was

the only time I was truly affected.”
Conover’s desires to
learn about the lives of inmates, people who are often
looked over by society, put

Free
Coffee!

GROUN
Text 1239BNG to 64842
for a free small coffee
coupon sent to your phone.*

1239BNG

Bring your phone to our Durham location
to redeem coupon.
* Standard text messaging rates may apply

him in a position of skepticism, but that never stopped
him.
“Everyday I said to myself: What was I thinking?”
Conover said. “I only did
two months at the academy
and that was going to be it. I
thought to myself: Wouldn’t
it be interesting to see what
you’ve trained for? So I did
three months in the prison.
But that wasn’t enough because I was only a floater.
After about one year, you get
to actually know people.”
Although one year is a
very long time to be working on a story, one sees
things that nobody has seen
or read about before, said
Conover.
“I think it’s a way I’ve
gotten ahead,” Conover said.
“I think most mainstream
journalists don’t have the

time or the inclination to do
such a long story. You could
write about powerful and
famous people, but if you’re
a contrarian you find something important that most
people don’t see.”
Conover’s striking ability to write graphic description enthralls his readers
and places them right next
to him inside the walls of
Sing Sing prison.
“I was very fascinated
with Ted Conover’s book,”
said Ann Williams, a lecturer in fiction who is involved
with the choosing of speakers for the writer’s series
here at UNH. “He writes
vividly and beautifully.”
Conover does not do
his reporting in a conventional way. He goes to the
next level. He digs down to
the nucleus of the story and

gracefully reveals it to his
readers.
“Ted Conover spends
enough time with people to
try to see the world from
their eyes,” explains Jane
Harrigan, a professor of
English at UNH. “He takes
you places you wouldn’t
go on your own and sees
something in a new way.
He soaks it all in and takes
down everything in sight.”
When a reporter or journalist plunges themselves
into a story, it not only brings
them closer to the subject
but it brings the reader in as
well.
“Immersing yourself in
a subculture can really pull
a reporter in close so later
on he can pull readers in
close too,” Harrigan said.
“You appreciate and understand what you’re seeing in
direct proportion to how
much work you did before
you got there.”
Although Conover is
still unaware how his employment at Sing Sing Prison has affected him, it has
given him the ability to see,
feel and think like a correctional officer.
“It’s funny,” Conover
said. “I’m still not aware of
ways it changed me. Working in a prison makes you
focus on the bad things that
people do. A correctional
officer always says no; and
if he says yes, that means
chaos. It becomes a bad reflex after a while, but I feel
broadened by knowing the
human side of existence. I
also learned to doubt people, and I think in a healthy
world you should believe in
people.”
Conover’s experiences
in Sing Sing Prison not
only concluded in a Pulitzer
Prize nomination, but he
walked away with unforgettable and life changing experiences and memories.
“This was truly an adventure for me,” Conover
said. “This was a way for
me to put on someone else’s
shoes and that is a really
lucky thing. I’m a big believer in getting your feet wet if
you have the chance.”

WRITERS’ MEETINGS EVERY WEDNESDAY
NIGHT AT 8:30 PM RM 157

